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Abstract

We architect an integrated network management system for Multi-Protocol Label 

Switching (MPLS) based network. The system provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

front-end that can graphically display the topology and emulate an MPLS network. It 

allows the network manager to emulate Labeled Switched Paths (LSPs) before requesting 

MPLS signaling to actually set it up. A modified constraint-based routing algorithm is 

introduced that calculates alternate paths so that redundancy can be accomplished. In 

addition to the emulator, the system interacts directly with the routing component of the 

router. We provide a unique set of programming interfaces that directly accesses the 

Open Shortest Path First algorithm with Traffic Engineering (OSPF-TE) database to 

update the topology regularly. These unique interfaces are architected in such a way that 

they are router invariant and any third party routers can use them. In addition, the system 

provides a network management entity based on Command Line Interface (CLI) and web 

through which MPLS signaling modules such as with Resource Reservation Protocol 

with Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) can be directly invoked to set up a LSP. This novel 

method allows the network administrators to make intelligent decisions outside the router 

and send LSP set up commands only when they are sure about the network paths and 

their availability. This also empowers the network administrators to emulate and choose 

certain paths over others and to incorporate fault-tolerance and congestion management. 

Finally, we conduct performance analysis of this architecture and show that the overhead 

due to external calculation of LSPs are very minimal and do not add additional overhead 

to router resources.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Till recently, the mode of communication was restricted to asynchronous data traffic like 

electronic mail and file transfers. But, with the growing demand and publicity of 

multimedia, the transmissions need to support real-time traffic like video and voice. The 

two requirements of real-time traffic are time bounded service and bandwidth guarantee. 

Internet Protocol (IP) is a well-known layer 3 protocol that carries packets hop-by-hop to 

its destination. Since IP does not guarantee predictable path for packet transfer between a 

source and destination, another protocol was required to guarantee such predictability. 

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) was introduced between layer 2 and 3 of OSI 

protocol stack to add the connection-oriented feature over connection less medium. 

MPLS guarantees bandwidth and other constraints on a label switched path between the 

source and the destination, which predicts the packet route in advance [1].

A typical carrier or service provider has thousands of nodes (or routers) in an IP-based 

network. These nodes are connected among each other to form a complex topology 

supporting various protocols to cater different customer needs. With the introduction of 

MPLS to support real-time traffic over IP networks, managing all the connections has 

become very challenging. The network administrators require a system that would make 

their work efficient in providing a way to control the network from a single place. The 

system should provide with a front-end Graphical User Interface (GUI) to manage the 

network seamlessly from any geographical location. The front-end should also provide

1
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with a mechanism to login to any router and configure the router at any time. The system 

should also provide with various network management interfaces to the router so that the 

management could either be done manually or automatically. The system should interface 

with the router at all time to obtain the latest topology and help the network manager to 

run “what-if’ scenarios regarding failures. The same topology should be useful for 

network manager to create static paths with various constraints using a basket of 

optimization algorithms. Moreover, many of the applications are time sensitive, 

demanding the optimal routes as against shortest routes to reach the destination. Traffic 

Engineering (TE) aspect of Network Management attempts to cater such needs. Today, 

such an integrated network management system is not available to control routers 

remotely and intelligently. In this thesis, a system is designed, developed, and tested that 

would allow the network administrators to manage the system remotely with built-in 

intelligence in the system.

In the following sections of this chapter, an introduction to network management and 

traffic engineering are presented.

1.1 Network Management System

Although network management may mean different to different people, a well-accepted 

concept of it is monitoring and controlling the network. Typical network management 

system consists of a set of network elements (NE) or nodes, and a Network Management 

System (NMS) that manages the network elements. Figure 1 describes a typical physical 

network management system. In this diagram, a few network elements are shown 

involving a few servers running different applications, a print server, a router and an

2
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Remote Monitoring (RMON) probe inside the network. The network management 

workstation collects the necessary information, using which the network manager 

monitors and controls the network [2].

In the data communications world, routers are the most important network elements that 

are managed. For that reason, in this thesis, network element, node and router are 

sometimes used interchangeably. Similarly, the network management system is also 

sometimes called network manager. Whereas, the person managing the network is termed 

as network administrator or network operator.

Netv fork 
M anagem ent 
Work: tationNetwork

Adm inistratorR outer
Mainframe

S erver S erver W orkstation

W orkstation R outer

Print S erver

S erv e r S erve rW orkstation W orkstation

Figure 1: Network Management System - physical view

Each network element has a set of objects to be managed by the NMS, called managed 

objects or managed entities. The information about the managed entities from managed 

elements is collected using a management protocol. On the managed element side, a

3
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software component known as agent interacts with the network manager to exchange the 

management information. Figure 2 describes the logical view of a network management 

system.

Network
Manager

Management
Entity

Network
Administrator

Management
Protocol

AgentAgent Agent

Management
Information

Management
Information

Management
Information

Network Network Network
Element Element Element

Figure 2: Network Management System -  logical view 

1.2 Network Management Functional Areas

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) identified 5 functional areas of 

network management for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) [3-4]. Although they are 

defined for OSI, they are representative of different aspects of network management. The 

functional areas defined by ISO that are famously known as FCAPS are:

4
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• Fault management

• Configuration management

• Accounting management

• Performance management

• Security management

Fault management deals with detecting, isolating, and correcting abnormal operation in 

the network. Fault management may also involve alarm correlation and diagnostic testing 

to pin point the location and reason for the fault and take appropriate action to correct the 

fault.

Configuration management identifies and gathers the network information for the 

purpose of provisioning the resources and services. This involves initialization and 

graceful shutdown of the network, adding and updating relationship among various 

network components and their status is also considered as part of configuration 

management.

Accounting management enables collecting the usage of network resources and charges 

to be established for their use. The network accounting information may be collected and 

charged at different levels like department, division, or organization. Although internal 

charging to department levels is not always employed, network manager would like to 

keep track of the use of network resources to determine the network abuse, to make better 

use of the network, and plan for network growth by understanding the user activity.

5
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Performance management provides the facilities to evaluate the behavior of network 

elements and the effectiveness of communication. This includes functions to collect 

network statistics, and applying control to prevent, rather than react to, traffic congestion. 

When certain performance parameters exceed the thresholds, events are raised to help 

assist in analyzing the network behavior. Performance management also includes 

monitoring and controlling the Quality of Service (QoS) in a network.

Security management involves security of management and management of security. It is 

important to securely communicate the management information. Security threats and 

services required to overcome the threats are defined using access control, authentication 

and encryption. For example, encrypting customer credit card information using public 

key cryptography is securing management information, whereas defining procedures to 

manage the key such as measures to be taken if the private key is compromised is 

management of security.

Telecommunications Management Network, as defined by International 

Telecommunications Union Standardization Sector (ITU-T), is a well-known
a '

architectural model in network management domain and is closely related to OSI 

management.

1.3 Telecommunications Management Network

Telecommunications Management Network (TMN) is conceptually a separate network 

that interfaces a telecommunication network at different points [41]. TMN 

recommendation M.3010 defines general TMN management concepts and several

6
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management architectures at different levels of abstraction. Five hierarchical layers that 

separate the responsibilities of network management aspects are defined as follows.

• Network element layer -  this layer is not a management layer but this is where the 

network elements reside.

• Element management layer -  this layer is directly responsible to manage the 

network elements. Tasks in this layer include detection of equipment errors and 

logging of statistical data.

• Network management layer -  this layer manages interaction between multiple 

pieces of equipment. Tasks in this layer include monitoring link utilization and 

optimizing network performance.

• Service management layer -  this layer deals with management aspects that may 

be observable by users of the telecommunication network. Tasks in this layer 

include quality of service and accounting.

• Business management layer -  this layer is concerned with the management of 

whole enterprise with a broad scope that sets the goals for running the network.

The concepts in OSI and TMN set guidelines for the area of network management. To 

manage a network, network manager typically uses configuration, fault and performance 

management tools. Not many network management products provide security and 

accounting management features. In addition to the tools in traditional functional areas of 

network management discussed above, a network manager needs more tools to manage 

the network. Notably, with the evolution of MPLS, setting up of the routes, capacity 

planning, ensuring that the QoS parameters are met in the network borrow the principles

7
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from traffic engineering. In the next section, traffic engineering and MPLS concepts are 

presented.

1.4 Traffic Engineering and MPLS

Efficiency and cost structure in a network operation is determined by how the available 

bandwidth is utilized [1]. Efficient use of the bandwidth involves avoiding the situation 

where some parts of the networks are congested while the others are underutilized. An 

approach to solve this traffic-engineering problem is to specify the routes in the network 

to efficiently utilize the network links [5-8],

Traditional IP routing determines the route based on the destination of the packets. 

Algorithms like minimum hop routing result in using the same path for given source and 

destination. One way to change the routing is by modifying the metrics used by the 

routing protocols. By merely changing the cost on the links, the situation between 

congested link and under utilized links, the congestion migrates to the new path with low 

cost link but the problem will not be solved. Features like equal-cost and multi-path 

capabilities provided by OSPF or IS-IS protocols may appear to solve this problem. 

However, if there are links with different bandwidths, it can be shown that the links will 

still be unevenly utilized [1]. One approach to solve this problem is to use the available 

link bandwidth as a parameter in addition to certain scalar metric (like distance or hops) 

in deciding the route.

MPLS is a standard from IETF that can be used to solve the traffic engineering problem 

found in traditional IP networks. MPLS can be used between any of the OSI network

8
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layer protocols IPv4, IPv6, AppleTalk, IPX, and OSI link layer protocols Ethernet, FDDI, 

ATM, Frame Relay, Point-to-Point. Figure 3 describes MPLS operation in an IP network 

that may be running network layer protocol of IPv4 and link layer protocol of Ethernet.

Site A LAN MPLS Network * Site B LAN
C o re  LSR

labeled s
.Labeled

L aboted 

E d g e  LSR C ore  LSR

IP
packe t

L̂abeled
W orkstation W orkstation

IP R outer fine LSRC ore  LSR

W orkstation

C ore  LSR

W orkstation

Figure 3: MPLS with an IP network

MPLS network comprises of Label Switched Routers (LSRs) that can switch and route 

packets based on the label that is appended to each packet. Labels define a flow of 

packets between two end points. In case of multicast, labels define flow of packets 

between a source endpoint and a multicast group of destination endpoints. For each 

distinct flow, called Forward Equivalence Class (FEC), a specific path through the 

network of LSRs is defined. For each FEC, its traffic characterization is defined as a set 

of Quality of Service (QoS) parameters for that flow. LSRs do not examine or process the 

IP header. The packets are forwarded based on the label value, making the forwarding 

process simpler than IP router.

For a given FEC, before routing and delivery of packets based on the QoS parameters, a 

LSP must be established. QoS parameters determine the resources to be committed to the 

path and queuing and discard policies at each LSR for packets in the FEC.
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When a packet enters an MPLS domain at ingress edge LSR, it is processed to determine 

the QoS parameters and the network layer services it requires. LSR assigns this packet to 

a FEC, associated to a LSP and appends label to the packet and forwards the packet. If no 

LSP exists for this FEC, ingress edge LSR works with other LSRs to define a new LSP. 

As the packet goes through the other non-edge LSRs, incoming label is removed and 

outgoing label is attached. The packet is forwarded to the next LSR in the LSP. At the 

egress edge LSR, the label is stripped; IP packet header is read and forwarded towards its 

destination.

Route selection is defining LSP for an FEC. Each LSR on the LSP must assign a label to 

the LSP to be used to recognize incoming packets that belong to the FEC. LSR must 

inform all potential upstream nodes that will send packets for this FEC to this LSR of the 

label assigned by this LSR to this FEC so that those nodes label the packets. LSR also 

should learn the next hop for this LSP and learn the label that the downstream node has 

assigned to this FEC. This will enable this LSR to map an incoming label to an outgoing 

label.

The decision to switch to the next hop is not necessarily based on the destination IP 

address as is usually done in IP based routing. Any of the policies can be used to 

determine the complete end-to-end path of a flow. When the path is determined based on 

the bandwidth available along the route, this would result in efficient use of the network 

links. Although the source-based routing can be used in an IP based network, MPLS 

achieves performance gain by bundling multiple flows in an LSP.

10
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1.5 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 introduces network management interfaces using command line interface and 

web-based network management. A survey of related products in network management 

and traffic engineering is also presented.

Chapter 3 describes the problem addressed in this thesis. It also covers how this problem 

considered important and how it compares with the existing approaches.

Chapter 4 provides architecture and design principles adopted in this thesis.

Chapter 5 gives implementation details of the system that was designed and developed to 

demonstrate the concepts.

Chapter 6 presents performance analysis.

Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and suggests future work.

11
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Chapter 2

Previous Work

In this chapter, command line interface to configure network element, and accessing 

network manager using web-based interface are discussed. A review of the literature in 

network management and traffic engineering areas is provided. The network management 

features and products, especially for managing IP-based MPLS networks are the subject 

of this chapter.

2.1 Command Line Interface

Network elements, specifically routers have a lot of management information to 

configure when deployed in the field to suit the network. Most common form of 

managing the router is using the Command Line Interface (CLI). Even after deployment, 

the CLI is used for configuration management of the router.

Traditionally, Unix users are very much used to running commands on operating system 

shell. Such users prefer CLI instead of running a command in GUI. Also, CLI commands 

come in very handy to sequentially run a set of commands in a batch file.

Cisco is one of the first companies to introduce the concept of CLI to configure its routers 

[9]. A typical Cisco style configuration of routers using CLI is done in multiple levels. At 

each level, there is a context in which some commands can be run. For example, to 

shutdown a fast Ethernet interface on port 5, the following sequence of commands is run 

in different contexts.

12
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At the operating system command prompt, config command is run, which takes into the 

config mode.

hostname# configure 

hostname(config)#

Now, to configure fast Ethernet interface on port 5, interface command is used with 

arguments fastethemet and the port number. That switches the context to interface 

configuration.

hostname(config)# interface fastethem et 0/5 

hostname( config-if)#

The last step in this sequence is to shutdown the interface using the command shutdown. 

hostname( config-if')# shutdown

In addition, there are some CLI commands that can be executed like absolute path from 

anywhere. For example, the following command is run to display the status and statistics 

of fast Ethernet interface on port 1.

hostname# show interfaces fastethem et 0/1

2.2 Web-based Management

Network manager is usually a standalone application. To use the network manager, 

usually the network administrator logs into the node where network manager is installed. 

Alternatively, a thin-client is made available to connect to the network manager and
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network operator has to install the thin-client and connect to the network manager. Both 

of these options are not quite attractive. It would be better if the network operator can 

open a browser and connect to the network manager from anywhere in the network. 

There are a few web-based network management products out in the market doing similar 

operation. One of them is DR.-Web Manager from SNMP Research [10]. As described in 

Figure 4, a web server resides in the network manager and allows connections from any 

web browser connected using HTTP [11].
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Figure 4: Web-based Network Management
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2.3 A Survey of NM and TE Products

There are quite a few generic network management products in the market. Some of them 

are generic enough while others are specific to the network elements being managed. In 

this section, some of the most used network management and traffic engineering products 

and technologies for IP and MPLS based networks that are relevant to the work done in 

this thesis are discussed.

OpenView from Hewlett Packard is a network services management solution suite [12]. 

The solution allows continuous monitoring, reporting, and troubleshooting, and 

automated response capabilities. The solution is targeted for services such as MPLS and 

IP Telephony. OpenView uses Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) as the 

base network management protocol. For a typical application that involves management 

of MPLS networks, the recommended set of tools from OpenView suite is: Network 

Node Manager, Performance Insight, Network Management Smart Plug-in for MPLS, 

Performance Insight Report Pack for Traffic Profile. HP Network Services Management 

solution for MPLS provides the tools to:

• Discover and monitor elements, relationships, dependencies, traffic routing and 

services.

• Tie physical faults to a specific VPN and its associated customer.

• Predict and prioritize risks to services and customers.

• Prioritize the outstanding problems and react to locate the source of a problem.

• Measure MPLS VPN traffic and QoS.

• Meet and prove SLAs.
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• Assets and capacity planning provide input on bandwidth buy-lease decisions.

• Generate custom reports to management or customers.

Tivoli NetView from IBM is a suite of network management products that cover a wide 

range of applications and network elements [13]. IBM Tivoli NetView extends network 

management functionality to ensure availability of critical business systems and to 

provide rapid resolution of problems. This suite is available in multiple Windows and 

Unix platforms for monitoring and controlling enterprise-wide multiprotocol network 

from a single console. NetView uses SNMP to manage the devices. Web-based network 

management feature is also available in this product. IBM Tivoli products closely related 

to the work discussed in this thesis are IBM Tivoli Monitoring for Network Performance, 

and IBM Tivoli Configuration Manager. IBM Tivoli network management products 

provide the tools to:

• Display network topologies.

• Groups network devices into collections for better manageability.

• Monitors network, gathers performance data.

• Manages events and SNMP traps.

• Correlates events and identifies root cause of network failures.

• Integrates with leading vendors such as CiscoWorks2000.

• Maintains device inventory for asset management.

•  Reports on network trends and analysis.

VitalNet from Lucent is a SNMP based product that is used to measure, analyze and 

report on packet data and voice networks performance [14]. The performance data is
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stored in a commercial relational database system and accessible using SQL interface. 

Specific features of this product include:

• Automatic discovery of network SNMP and RMON devices.

• Support for multiple devices from various vendors.

• Identifies performance problems.

• Verifies QoS delivery and SLA compliance

• Real-time surveillance.

• Real-time displays.

• Versatile thresholding.

• Event analysis.

• Event notification.

• Use trending data for capacity planning.

•  Browser-based interface.

Policy Based Network Management (PBNM) is a class of solutions that attempts to 

manage QoS and security in distributed networks [15-17]. Service Activator of 

Orchestream (now part of Metasolv) is a policy based network management product that 

is used to create applications with QoS [18]. The product allows providers of virtual 

private networks (VPNs) to provide QoS guarantees between different points on the 

network. These guarantees ensure predictable end-to-end performance over IP-networks. 

Orchestream Service Activator provides the following features:

• The device information is stored at discovery time.
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• Network configuration changes are accomplished by using transactions. These 

transactions can be scheduled and can also be backed out later.

• Allows users to optimize performance of the network

• Proactively manage service level agreements

• Includes roles, access groups, user IDs, sites, and per-hop behavior groups. 

Devices, interfaces and virtual/sub-interfaces are given roles.

Formulator from Gold Wire Technology (now part of R-Series from Intelliden) is also a 

policy based network management product that is used to collect, archive, compare and 

audit multi-vendor infrastructure configurations [19]. Formulator’s Policy management is 

rule-centric and the rules are organized into a hierarchy. Formulator offers the following 

features:

• The product assures the integrity of the infrastructure by providing centralized 

access control over network devices

• Capturing audit trails of all activity and changes.

Redcell suite of products from Dorado Software offers performance and fault 

management in addition to policy management [20], The salient features of this product 

are:

• The product can auto-discover SNMP devices.

• It can define QoS and access policies.

•  Canned policies like Olympic series (Gold, Silver, and Bronze) service types are 

defined.
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• Service management suite can create and manage service level agreements 

(SLAs) and link faults.

Many telecommunications network management products use Common Management 

Information Protocol (CMIP) that was developed by ISO. Solstice Enterprise Manager 

from Sun Microsystems is one of the products that uses CMIP to manage networks [21]. 

The suite can be used for rapid service creation and management of telecom networks 

and underlying equipment running Sun Solaris operating system on SPARC platform. 

The product allows standards-based and proprietary devices to be managed from 

common infrastructure.

Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) developed Common Information Model 

(CIM) as a standard information model for describing management data about devices, 

networks, systems and applications of computer system [22]. CIM also allows vendor 

specific extensions. DMTF also defined the communication model to be Web-Based 

Enterprise Management (WBEM) that defines CIM operations as an interface to the 

model, an XML representation and a mapping to transport the CIM operations with the 

XML CIM model data using HTTP. Microsoft’s SMS is a comprehensive solution for 

change and configuration management for Microsoft platform to provide relevant 

software upgrades [23]. SMS supports CIM/WBEM framework. Windows Management 

Instrumentation (WMI) is Microsoft’s management infrastructure and is based on CIM 

model [24], WMI includes components like SNMP providers to interoperate with 

different management protocol stacks.
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XML based network management has also drawn significant attention and is used to 

manage some products [25-26]. XML syntax can be used to describe complex data 

structures with ease. Using XML-RPC to exchange data between network manager and 

the network element for carrying out the operations serves as the management protocol. 

XML Style-sheet Language Translation (XSLT) can be used to convert it to and from 

different formats.

Java Management Extension (JMX) from Sun Microsystems is an instrumentation toolkit 

for Java based products that provides a management architecture and API set to allow any 

Java technology based or accessible resource to be inherently manageable [27]. Sun 

Microsystems’ JDMK includes a JMX implementation and a simple management console 

to support it. Several network management products like IBM Tivoli can interoperate 

with JMX to manage the application or the network element.

2.4 Comparison of NM and TE Products

From the network management technologies perspective, most of the device and network 

management products are using SNMP as the base management protocol. 

Telecommunications network management products use CMIP as the base management 

protocol. CIM/WBEM, XML and JMX are the upcoming management technologies.

As it can be seen from the available products, network management is a pretty mature 

domain where as, traffic engineering is still developing momentum. Most of the network 

management products are proprietary. Proprietary solutions compete on management
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infrastructure and capabilities, services for installation and customization, and products 

and applications that can be managed.

Some of the generic architectures either need a lot of customization to suit the network 

being managed and/or are costly for a small network solution. Policy based network 

management products using traffic engineering features are very specialized. The work 

done in this thesis compares to some of the problems addressed by the network 

management, policy management and traffic engineering products.

Table 1 captures the comparison of the products in NM and TE area by feature.
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Table 1: Comparison of NM and TE products 
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Chapter 3

Problem Statement

3.1 Problem Addressed

In this thesis, the following problems are addressed:

• A new architecture for an integrated network management system to solve the 

complex problem of managing a MPLS network with minimum performance hit to 

the MPLS routers.

•  Design and develop constraint-based routing as part of network manager for path 

calculation with constraints. This minimizes the use of router resources by separating 

complex path calculation functionality out of router and to provide more control to 

network administrators as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Separation of path calculation
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• Integrate and create a common network management system that provides a platform 

to automatically communicate with routing module within a router and obtain 

network topology and graphically display the topology.

• Allow network administrators to do “what-if ’ scenarios on the topology, and make 

intelligent decisions on which primary path to take and which alternative path to 

keep. Emulate various topologies and provide redundant path for path calculation 

purposes.

• Invoke MPLS router CLI to setup LSPs from network manager.

• Create common APIs that can be used on any third party routers -  removing the 

dependency on path calculation modules inside the routers and allowing to make 

intelligent decisions in network management systems.

3.2 Problem Details

As the real-time traffic on IP networks is increasing enormously, it is very important to 

have an efficient protocol that increases the packet forwarding performance, maximizes 

the resource usage, and optimizes the traffic flow to provide service differentiation. 

Addition of MPLS protocol to IP networks gives all the needed features mentioned 

above. However, the MPLS networks pose a great challenge to the network managers for 

managing complex topologies in which there are numerous nodes [1] [28-29].

The nodes of a network need to communicate with each other in order to update their 

status to all other nodes in that network. In order to achieve this, OSPF protocol is used 

for communication between routers. OSPF is used for communicating the status of a link
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in a router to its neighbors, propagation of the link state database to neighbors and 

calculation of the topology.

However, OSPF protocol does not carry the TE parameters, TE information is overlaid 

on top of the OSPF. IETF OSPF-TE protocol specifies the standard for exchanging TE 

parameters among the nodes [33].

A typical router has several functionalities that are traditionally managed under the 

umbrella of OS I FCAPS (fault, configuration, accounting, performance and security). 

Managing an MPLS-based router that has OSPF-TE functionality is complex. With 

stringent QoS guarantees required for real-time applications, mere FCAPS based 

management is insufficient. Network administrators are expected to be more proactive in 

analyzing the available paths and suitably set them. The established SLAs have to be 

guaranteed by demonstrating that the service is delivered. There is also a need to provide 

capacity planning.

Networks are dynamic entities, and having the latest network topology is a constant 

concern. Any router can become faulty, and router interfaces can become congested. The 

network administrator needs to know the network topology information. It is very 

important to have a user interface, which displays the network topology with all relevant 

information about nodes and links. The information about each node and edge needs to 

be stored in a persistent database. In order to have maximum flexibility in the 

management of such a box, different management tools like CLI, and web-based front- 

end need to be easily accessed from a single integrated network management system. All 

of this expands the scope of network management. Such a single integrated network
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management system is not available in the market. Hence in this work, a useful, network 

administrator friendly integrated network management system is proposed and 

developed.

This thesis work was started with a network manager in a standalone simulation mode 

running in Windows platform using the Java programming language. Simulated network 

topology is read and interpreted from a static text file. The link bandwidth displayed on 

the network topology was assumed to be same on both directions. Network topology 

information for each node and each edge was then stored in Access database. Using Tom 

Sawyer software, the network topology of an area was drawn with the status of nodes and 

links as active, inactive and congested. The network topology information can also be 

displayed in tabular form as a list of edges. Each entry in the table displays node 

adjacencies and status about nodes and links. Node redundant and edge redundant routes 

can be computed for any pair of source and destination using Dijkstra’s shortest path 

algorithm developed in C programming language. The network topology graph is 

completely redrawn on each refresh. On the other hand, the MPLS-based routers are 

capable of setting the LSPs using RSVP-TE.

To assist MPLS-based network managers, in this thesis work, the existing simulation 

system is enhanced to interact with routers in real-time. The router responds to the 

network manager request by gathering network configuration data from the OSPF-TE 

link state database.

On receiving the network information from router, the network manager displays current 

network topology as requested by network administrator. In addition to displaying the
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topology, it displays the node status (up or down), link status (up or down), and 

bandwidth available on the link in both directions. Whenever there is a request to refresh 

the network topology, the latest update from the network is compared with the previous 

topology and the differences are displayed as status change in nodes or links. This also 

updates the link bandwidth information in each direction.

To enable the network administrator to analyze what-if scenarios such as finding an 

optimum route from one node to another using the current network topology, Constraint 

Shortest Path First (CSPF) based routing algorithm is developed on the network manager 

side. To allow the network administrator to manage the network remotely from a single 

location, an option is provided to remotely login into the node and modify or update the 

node with CLI commands, for example, to set up the LSP path between the source node 

and the destination node. Taking advantage of the web-based evolution, capability is 

presented to manage the network by accessing the network manager from anywhere using 

a web browser.

3.3 Problem Importance

To manage the network efficiently, network administrator needs the latest configuration 

of the network. Making use of OSPF-TE parameters help analyze the network topology 

in a greater detail including the bandwidth available on each link in both directions. This 

is the first step that lays foundation for the other aspects addressed in this thesis.

Network managers often need to analyze the what-if scenarios for setting up different 

LSP paths in the MPLS network with constraints like minimum bandwidth required along
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the path, node and link outages. However, trying them out in the real network by 

reserving and backing out is expensive and wastes scarce network resources. Thus, what- 

if scenario analysis is carried out outside the router, at network manager. Also, using this 

approach, no network resources are reserved till the real route to be set is identified. A 

constraint-based routing algorithm is developed at the network manager using current 

network topology to compute the node- and edge-redundant paths.

To provide integrated network management from a single network manager, it should be 

possible to access each of the routers in the network. For example, when what-if scenario 

are analyzed and the network administrator is ready to set the path, a handy way to do 

that is by invoking router Command Line Interface (CLI) right from the router icon in the 

network topology displayed at the network manager. Such a network administrator 

friendly interface is developed in this work.

To access the integrated network manager from any host in the network without even 

having to install a thin client, a web-based network management user interface is 

developed. To achieve this, a web-based server is deployed on the network manager. The 

web server accepts connection from a web browser running on any host in the network.

3.4 Comparison with the Existing Approaches

Telecommunication Management Network [41] specifies the following logical layers: 

network element, element management, network management, service management, and 

business management. Work in this thesis overlaps with the network element 

management and network management layers of TMN. Invoking router CLI carries out
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element management layer functionality. Network management layer functionality is 

achieved by displaying the network topology and indication of network faults. Also, 

creation of dedicated paths to support QoS requirements falls under the network 

management layer functionality. Most of the network management products either 

implement element management layer functionality or that of network management layer 

functionality.

Most of the available network management products typically use heavy weight network 

management protocol, resulting in expensive solution, which are not affordable for small 

network installations. In this thesis, an inexpensive approach to gathering network data is 

used.

No product is known to be available in the market that analyzes what-if scenarios without 

using the network resources. In this thesis, such functionality is built-in to the network 

manager. Integrated network management is achieved by remotely managing routers 

using a CLI. As found in very few products, web-based network management is 

developed.
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Chapter 4

Architecture and Design

As in every information system life cycle, architecture and design of network 

management system open a variety of options and considerations. That involves where to 

collect the data from, how to gather the information, in what format to exchanging the 

information, where to store the information, how to display it to the user, how to update, 

and how to manage the information. In this chapter, all the architectural issues are 

considered and the design options made are discussed.

4.1 Gathering Network Configuration

In gathering the network configuration, there are several aspects.

• Location of network management information.

• Communication between network element and network manager.

• Source of network topology information.

• Network topology information update.

Each of these architectural options is discussed in the following subsections.

4.1.1 Location of Network Management Intelligence

In managing the network element, there are two options. First approach is to have the 

management information on the network element and directly managing it. Second
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approach is to gather the network element information to another entity, outside the 

network element and managing from there. There are pros and cons to each of the 

approaches.

Advantages of having network management intelligence within the router are:

• The topology information is latest as it is instantaneously available on the router.

• The algorithms that are run on the router can also be used to find a path between a 

source node and a destination node, for the “what-if’ scenarios.

• This approach eliminates having a separate entity to maintain the router 

intelligence.

On the other hand, advantages of having network management intelligence outside the 

router are:

• The router’s valuable resources are not drawn away from its main responsibilities.

• “W hat-if’ scenarios can be analyzed under different conditions like node failure 

and link failure.

• Router uses a restricted set of algorithms to compute a path. The network manager 

need not be restricted to the algorithms used by the router. These “what-if’ 

scenarios can also be used to create static paths with various constraints using a 

basket of optimization algorithms.

• Independent network manager gives the additional advantage that it can be non

platform specific as it can be run from anywhere.
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In favor of analyzing the what-if scenarios without consuming router resources, having 

network element intelligence outside in a network manager is opted.

4.1.2 Communication Between Router and Network Manager

In a typical network management scenario where the network manager is residing outside 

to control the network element, the communication protocol defines the semantics of the 

information exchanged between them. Two options, namely, SNMP and simple socket- 

based communication are considered. The analysis of the options is described below.

SNMP is one of the very dominant management protocols in the Internet community 

[30]. Three versions of this protocol suite were released. The first version provided 

simple facility for management that is easy to implement and uses minimum processing 

resources. Version 2 of SNMP includes functional enhancements to the first version and 

improves the efficiency of communication by using bulk transport mechanisms and 

enhanced error handling. While the first two versions of SNMP only provided 

community-based form of security (read-only and read-write attributes), version 3 

significantly enhanced that by adding several encryption mechanisms, authentication 

strategy and customizable permission levels for different users. SNMP uses UDP/IP for 

communicating management information. The network manager (called as SNMP 

manager) communicates with the network element (called as SNMP agent) in three ways:

1. Get requests are used by the SNMP manager to obtain information from the SNMP 

agent. First element is received by sending a GET. Subsequent entries of a table are
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retrieved by GET-NEXT, requests. BULK-GET (available beyond since Version 2) 

can be used to retrieve complete table.

2. Set requests are used by the SNMP manager to configure managed entities on the 

SNMP agent. BULK-SET can be used to configure multiple parameters.

3. Notifications (also called as traps or inform messages depending on the version used) 

are asynchronously sent by the SNMP agent to the SNMP manager to inform 

abnormal events. Network administrator configures the SNMP agent for the 

notifications that should be sent.

On the other hand, a socket-based connection between the network element and the 

network manager is a simple mode of communication. Socket-based communication can 

be reliably used between any devices running TCP/IP protocol suite, using either stream- 

based connection (TCP). However, the communicating entities need to define semantics 

to interpret the information that is exchanged.

To keep the communication mechanism simple and lightweight, socket-based connection 

between the network element and the network manager is chosen.

4.1.3 Source of Network Topology Information

Network topology from a router can be gathered from multiple places [31]. The router 

gathers the intra-network topology information using the routing protocols RIP and 

OSPF, and the inter-network topology using IS-IS and BGP. Information about 

bandwidth on the links is useful to route the traffic based on traffic engineering concepts. 

The network topology can also be collected from the OSPF-TE protocol, which has
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bandwidth information as well. It is proposed to have the topology information gathered 

from different routing protocols as shown in Figure 6. For network management 

involving traffic engineering, bandwidth is important information. Thus, the network 

topology information from OSPF-TE database is collected. The entities in dotted lines are 

not implemented as part of this thesis.
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Figure 6: Sources of network topology information 

OSPF is a link-state protocol and runs internal to a single Autonomous System (AS) [32], 

An autonomous system is a group of routers exchanging routing information using a 

common routing protocol, called Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP). Each AS has a single 

IGP. Separate autonomous systems may be running different IGP. OSPF is one of the
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first interior gateway protocols to offer load balancing. If a network manager specifies 

multiple routes to a given destination at the same cost, OSPF distributes traffic over all 

routes equally. To permit growth, and easily manage the networks, OSPF allow a site to 

partition its network into subsets called areas. Each area is self-contained and knowledge 

of the area topology is hidden from other areas. In a multi-access network, there is a 

designated router that sends link status messages on behalf of the network to the routers 

attached to the network. Two routers that have interfaces to a common network are 

neighboring routers. Neighbor relationships are maintained and discovered by OSPF 

protocol. Adjacency is a relationship formed between selected neighboring routers for 

exchanging routing information. Link State Advertisements (LSAs) is a record describing 

the local state of a router or network. LSA of a router includes the state of the router’s 

interfaces and adjacencies. Each link state advertisement is flooded in the routing 

domain. The collected link state advertisements of all routers and networks form 

protocol’s Link State DataBase (LSDB). The LSAs can be used to derive the network 

topology information including the link capacity and the available bandwidth.

4.1.4 Network Topology Information Update

Two options available to update the information are push and pull. In the following, 

merits of each of these approaches in the current context are considered.

In the pull model, the network manager connecting to the router using a TCP/IP socket 

gathers the latest topology information whenever a request to refresh the network 

topology is made. As the router is busy with its scheduled workload, this way the router
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doesn’t have to spend much time on updating the network manager with the latest 

topology information.

In the push model, in turn, there are two options. Router can send the updates either 

periodically or as soon as there is a change in topology.

1. Periodic update - the router periodically updates the network manager with the latest 

topology information. The disadvantage is that there may be no change in the 

topology but periodically the router spends a considerable amount of time in 

collecting the information and sending it to the network manager.

2. Update on change - the router sends an update to the network manager whenever 

there is a change in the topology of the network. The router in addition to its original 

workload has to spare its time in updating the network manager whenever there is a 

change in the network topology. If the changes in the topology are too frequent, the 

router ends up spending significant amount of time in updating the topology changes 

rather than working on the its core functionality. Although the network manager gets 

the topology changes immediately, this option results in inefficient use of the router.

To minimize the burden on the router, pull model is opted.

4.2 Displaying Network Topology

The topology information retrieved from the router is of the form as provided by the 

OSPF-TE link state database [33-34], The network topology is displayed with nodes and 

links. For each of the nodes, the corresponding information from the node table in the 

network manager database is retrieved to display the node with more relevant information
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like node name and location. For each of the links, the bi-directional bandwidth of each 

link is displayed.

Tom Sawyer Layout Toolkit is used to add the graphic layout capabilities to the network 

topology [35]. The Graphic Layout Toolkit (GLT) acts as a software component. The 

GLT follows the object-oriented programming methodology and Java standards-based 

development as such it easily integrates with Java making it more flexible and portable 

across the platforms. Nodes and edges can be added to the graph. The diagrams display 

complex relationships in data (nodes and edges) exposing the underlying graph 

structures, choosing logical positions for nodes and a suitable routing for edges. These 

diagrams are easily understandable and enhance the visualization applications. GLT is 

composed of a graph management system, a portable drawing model, and a virtual 

function-driven layout system. It allows developing a well-designed graph quickly and 

easily. There is no limit on the topology of the graph as it can contain any number of 

nodes and edges. GLT uses memory on demand thus reducing the overall memory usage.

4.3 What-if Scenarios

Network administrator would often want to try out what-if scenarios to understand the 

network behavior. A simple scenario is to compute a non-congested route between a 

source and a destination, for a given bandwidth. Another scenario is to analyze the traffic 

on a given route when one or more nodes or links go down and need to find alternative 

paths. The following aspects were considered.

• Location and scope of computing the path.
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• Algorithms to compute the path.

4.3.1 Location and Scope of Computing the Path

First option is enriching the network manager to provide what-if scenarios in a given 

network without always connecting to the router. In the scenarios, the status of a given 

node or link can be simulated to be down or inactive. Without directly connecting to the 

router, the LSP in a what-if scenario is calculated using a routing algorithm. Dijkstra’s 

shortest path algorithm is used when there are no constraints on computing the path. 

Constraint-based routing algorithm is used when there are constraints in computing the 

path like minimum bandwidth required on each link of the path. The architecture for this 

option is described in Figure 7.

LSP R eq u e s t

D isplay LSP

Network
Adm inistrator

C onstrain t
B ased

Routing

Network E lem ent

Network M anager

Forward
R eq u est

LSP

D a tab ase
(Network

Information)

Figure 7: LSP computation without contacting router
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Advantage of using this approach is:

a. As the there is no need to connect to a router for determining what-if

scenarios, the resources of the router are not wasted.

b. As the network administrator can modify the network topology in the network 

manager, to be different from that on the router side, different scenarios can 

be simulated and the best suitable route can be selected. For example, 

although the network is not currently congested, if the network administrator 

knows that during peak hours, some of the links can be congested, the 

network administrator can simulate such what-if scenarios and compute the 

new paths. Eventually, these new paths can be set on the router to 

preemptively avoid congestion in the network.

Disadvantages of using this approach are:

a. The network topology may have changed at the router.

b. The algorithm used to compute the path may not be same as that used by the

router.

c. The obtained path is not guaranteed in the actual router, as is it not reserved.

Second option is, the network manager sending source and destination to the router when 

a request for a LSP is made. The request is forwarded to the constraint based routing 

algorithm Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) on the router. The constraint based 

routing algorithm returns a path based on the OPSF-TE link state Database (LSDB) 

information. The path is returned to the network manager. However, this path still needs
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to be confirmed before it can be set. The network manager can set up the requested path 

using the CLI. The architecture for this option is described in Figure 8.

Network Manager

o
Network

Topology
Database
(Network

Information)

Network Element

Database
(Network

Information)

Constraint
Based

Routing

Figure 8: LSP computation at the router, without reserving the path 

Advantages of using this approach are:

a. The network topology is the latest as determined by the router.

b. Router can use the same algorithm to compute the what-if scenario as used to 

compute the path.

Disadvantages of using this approach are:

a. The resources of the router are wasted.

b. The obtained path is not guaranteed in the router, as is it not reserved.
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c. The what-if scenarios cannot be simulated with different network topology.

Third option is, when a request for a LSP is made, sending the source and destination to 

the router. The Connection Manager processes the request on the router. The Constraint 

Based Routing algorithm calculates the route between source and destination using the 

OSPF-TE database. The resource manager for each router maintains the up-to-date 

information about the router like bandwidth on each of the outgoing links. It takes 

sometime for the updated network topology information about a router to propagate to 

the OSPF-TE database. Hence, in this option, the Connection Manager first uses 

Constraint Based Routing algorithm and gets a route between the requested source and 

destination. Next, Connection Manager contacts the Resource Manager to verify the 

availability of this route and obtains the confirmed path. Connection Manager then 

reserves the confirmed path. The confirmed path is returned to the network manager. The 

architecture for this option is described in Figure 9.
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Advantages of using this approach are:

a. The obtained path is guaranteed at the router.

b. The network topology is the latest as determined by the router.
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c. Router can use the same algorithm to compute the what-if scenario as used to 

compute the path.

Disadvantage of using this approach is:

a. The resources of the router are wasted.

b. The what-if scenarios cannot be simulated with different network topology.

It would certainly be good to provide all the options and let the network administrator 

choose depending upon the situation. As minimizing the unnecessary burden on the 

router is a major concern, computing the path on the network manager without contacting 

the router is chosen to be first option and is implemented in this thesis.

4.3.2 Algorithm to Compute the Path

The algorithm used to compute the what-if scenarios are, with specific bandwidth 

constraint and possible changes in the state of node(s) and/or link(s), to be able to 

compute a path between given source and destination. This is a form of local constraint- 

based source routing described in RFC 3630, hereafter called Constraint Based Routing 

(CBR) algorithm. As suggested in the RFC 3630, MPLS paths are used to instantiate the 

route. CBR can be NP-hard, depending on the nature of the attributes and constraints.

In this thesis, the following CBR algorithm is used.

1. Isolate the nodes and links that are supposed to be absent.

2. Further prune the network by isolating the links that do not meet the bandwidth 

constraint.
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3. Run Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm on the resulting network to compute the 

optimum route.

4.4 Command Line Interface

Most of the routers come with an option to configure them using command line interface 

(CLI). To manage the network element from within the network manager user interface, a 

telnet port of the network element is opened to execute CLI.

Once the connection is established between the network manager and the network 

element, the commands to configure the network element are issued in the telnet window 

of the network manager. These commands are then executed on the network element. The 

responses from network element are displayed on the network manager telnet window.

CLI is used to set up the LSP after the what-if scenarios are analyzed and a suitable path 

is chosen. The router then executes RSVP-TE based protocol to establish the path from 

given source to destination.

When the network administrator selects a path and wants to set it in the network, RSVP- 

TE is used. RSVP-TE is used to provide quality of service and load balancing across the 

network. RSVP allows the use of source routing based on CSPF, where the ingress router 

computes the entire path through the network.

Resource Reservation Setup Protocol (RSVP) is used by a router to request specific QoS 

from the network for particular application data streams or flows. RSVP is also used by 

routers to deliver QoS requests to all nodes along the path of the flow and to establish and
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maintain state to provide the requested service. RSVP operates on top of IPv4 or IPv6 in the 

transport layer of the OSI protocol stack. However, RSVP does not transport application data 

but behaves much like a routing protocol. RSVP itself is not a routing protocol but is 

designed to operate with other routing protocols. Routing protocols determine where packets 

get forwarded, whereas RSVP is only concerned with the QoS of those packets that are 

routed. RSVP with Traffic Engineering extensions (RSVP-TE) is used to establish the paths 

with constraints. Most of the routers running MPLS traffic use RSVP-TE to establish the 

LSPs [36-38],

4.5 Web-based Network Management

In a typical remote management scenario, a thin client is installed on a remote node that 

connects to the management server. Installing this thin client becomes a prerequisite to 

accessing the management server from anywhere in the network. To be able to invoke the 

network manager user interface from anywhere in the network, without having to run any 

kind of thin client, a web server is run on the management server and a browser is used to 

invoke the network manager interface.

Microsoft’s Internet Information Services is used as a web server in this system. The web 

server hosts the network manager and redirects all the connections to the network 

manager. The network manager web browser will be launched only for authorized 

personnel after verifying their user identification (ID) and password, which authenticates 

them to enter into the network element’s network. This feature enables to have web 

accounts that can be limited based upon department, geographic area or any other criteria. 

The web-based management gives the advantage that the network manager can be
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invoked from anywhere in a connected network, which could very well be outside 

relation to the location of the network element.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

In this chapter, implementation details of the proposed network manager are presented. 

Java language is used to program the system on the network manager side using 

Windows platform. To run Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm already available in C 

language, JNI is used. On the router side, the platform is based on Linux operating 

system. The routing software is primarily based on C/C++ language. The management 

software modules are developed using C++ and integrated into the routing software.

5.1 Gathering Network Configuration

In the real world, the network topology changes as and when the status of the nodes and 

links changes. The topology changes also occur as the bandwidth allocation on an 

outgoing link gets modified based on demand. In order to find a path between a source 

node and a destination node, the network to which these nodes belong should have latest 

topology in order to give a genuine path between the two. In the following subsections, 

details of gathering the network configuration data are provided.

5.1.1 OSPF-TE Information

As described in Chapter 4, section titled Source of Network Topology Information, OSPF 

TE is chosen as the source of network topology information. In this section, details about 

OSPF-TE and the transformation of the OSPF-TE information to the data structure used
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to display the network topology are provided. In TE extension for OSPF, as defined in

[33], database link state advertisement (LSA) for each link consists of the following sub

type/length/values (TLVs). The following sub TLVs are defined in OSPF TE Version 2.

1. Link type -  the possible link types are point-to-point and multi-access.

2. Link ID -  this identifies the other end of the link. For point-to-point links, this is the 

router ID of the neighbor. For multi-access links, this is the interface address of the 

designated router.

3. Local interface IP address -  IP address(es) of the interface corresponding to the link.

4. Remote interface IP address -  IP address(es) of the neighbor’s interface 

corresponding to this link.

5. Traffic engineering metric -  network administrator assigned metric for traffic 

engineering purposes, which may be different from standard OSPF link metric.

6. Maximum bandwidth -  in bytes/second, is the link capacity that can be used.

7. Maximum reservable bandwidth -  in bytes/second, is the maximum bandwidth that 

may be reserved on this link in that specific direction. When the link can be 

oversubscribed, this value may be greater than the maximum bandwidth.

8. Unreserved bandwidth -  in bytes/second, is the amount of bandwidth not yet reserved 

at each of the eight priority levels (0 through 7).

9. Administrative group -  a bit mask assigned by the network administrator. Each bit 

corresponds to one administrator group assigned to the interface. A link may belong 

to multiple groups.
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To display the network topology, router sends the following information to the network 

manager.

1. Area ID -  this field is the area ID of the advertising router, taken from the OSPF 

routing table.

2. Advertising Router -  this field is the router ID of the advertising router, taken from 

the OSPF routing table.

3. Identifier -  this field is the router ID of the neighboring router.

4. Maximum Bandwidth -  this field gives the link capacity between the advertising 

router and the neighboring router in that specific direction (advertising router to 

neighboring router).

5. Maximum Reservable Bandwidth -  this field gives the reservable bandwidth between 

the advertising router and the neighboring router in that specific direction (advertising 

router to neighboring router).

5.1.2 Socket-based Management Protocol

The communication between the router and the network element is based on the socket 

connection. In this subsection, semantics of the management protocol used between the 

network manager and the router are described.

The network manager connects to the router through a TCP/IP socket to gather the latest 

topology information whenever a request to refresh the network topology is made. Socket 

communication between network manager and router creates a channel to send and 

receive information between the two processes [39]. Stream based socket transport
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mechanism (TCP) is used as it provides reliability of the communication using 

retransmission of any lost packets. TCP is preferred compared to datagram transport 

mechanism (UDP), which does not guarantee reliable communication. Using connection- 

oriented transport, network manager initiates the connection and acts as a client process. 

The router, on the other hand, receives the connection and acts as a server. The server 

process on the router creates a socket, maps to the router IP address, and waits for client 

requests. The client process on the network manager creates its own socket and 

determines the location specific information (such as host IP address and port number) of 

the server. In each request, client sends the type of request to the server. Several types of 

requests are defined.

• Get network topology

• Get LSP from CSPF

• Get LSP from Connection Manager

Although the APIs were provided for all types of requests, router currently honors only 

network topology requests. The router gathers the current topology information from the 

link state database of the OSPF-TE protocol as described in this Chapter, section titled 

OSPF-TE Information. Each field of the LSA record is separated by a space, and each 

LSA record is separated by a new line in the string buffer response. The server socket 

after gathering the information passes on the same to the client socket of the network 

manager.
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5.2 Displaying Network Topology

In this section, using the information gathered from the router, the approach used to 

display the network topology at the network manager is presented. To display the 

network topology, the network manager uses a database to store network information as 

described in the next subsection.

5.2.1 Network Manager Database

Network manager stores static data about the network in Microsoft Access Database. The 

database has the following tables.

1. Node table -  this table contains all the information relevant to the Node, shown in 

Table 2. Tables related to Node table are Node Type table and Network State table.

# Column Name Details
1 Network ID Corresponds to the area ID of the OSPF-TE protocol.
2 Node ID The ID of a node in a particular network.
3 Node Type ID The type of node, router or switch
4 Node Name The name of the node.
5 IP Address Maps to advertising router ID of the OSPF-TE protocol.
6 Node Province The province in which the node is physically located.
7 Node Country The country in which the node is physically located
8 Node Latitude The latitude of the place where the node is physically 

located
9 Node Longitude The longitude of the place where the node is physically 

located
10 Node state ID The status ID of the Node (which maps to active, 

inactive or congested)
11 Last Updated The date when the node table was last updated
12 Updated By The network administrator who last updated this table.

Table 2: Node table

2. Edge table -  this table has information relevant to the link. Two tables relevant to 

Edge table are Edge Type table and Network State table.
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# Column Name Details
1 Network ID Corresponds to the area ED of the OSPF-TE protocol.
2 Edge ID The ED of an edge in a particular network.
3 Edge Type ID The type of edge, ATM or OC3 or Frame Relay or 

Ethernet.
4 Edge Name The name of the edge.
5 Edge From Node ID Between every two nodes that have a link, a bi

directional edge is created. This field corresponds to the 
From Node ID of the edge (i.e., the ED of the node from 
where the edge is starting).

6 Edge To Node ID This field corresponds to the From Node ID of the edge 
(i.e., the ID of the node from where the edge is ending).

7 Edge state ID The status ED of the edge (which maps to active, inactive 
or congested).

8 Edge Max Bandwidth The maximum bandwidth on the edge (from From Node 
ID to To Node ID).

9 Edge Avl Bandwidth The bandwidth available on the edge (from From Node 
ID to To Node ID).

10 Edge Cost Metrics The cost of an edge in a route is described by a single 
dimensionless metric.

11 Reverse Edge Max 
Bandwidth

The maximum bandwidth of the edge in the reverse 
direction (from To Node ED to From Node ID).

12 Reverse Edge Avl 
Bandwidth

The bandwidth available on the edge in the reverse 
direction (from To Node ID to From Node ED).

13 Reverse Edge Cost 
Metrics

The cost of an edge in a route is described by a single 
dimensionless metric in the reverse direction.

14 Last Updated The date when the edge table was last updated
15 Updated By The network administrator who last updated this table.

Table 3: Edge table

3. Node Type table -  this table has information relevant to the node and maps node type 

ID to node type name.

# Column Name Details
1 Node Type ID Node Type ED, an integer
2 Node Type Name Name of the node type (such as Router or Switch)
3 Last Updated The date when the Node Type table was last updated
4 Updated By The network administrator who last updated this table.

Table 4: Node Type table
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4. Edge Type table -  this table has information relevant to the link and maps link type 

ID to link type name.

# Column Name Details
1 Edge Type ID Edge Type ID, an integer
2 Edge Type Name Name of the edge type (such as Ethernet, OC3, Frame 

Relay)
3 Edge Type Bandwidth Default bandwidth for the edge type (such as 10MB for 

Ethernet)
4 Last Updated The date when the Node Type table was last updated
5 Updated By The network administrator who last updated this table

Table 5: Edge Type table

5. Network State table -  this table has information relevant to the state of the network 

and maps network state ID to network state name.

# Column Name Details
1 Network State ID State ID, an integer
2 Network State Name Name of the network state (Active, Inactive and 

Congested)
Table 6: Network State table

5.2.2 Accessing Network M anager Database

After gathering the latest topology information from the router, the network manager 

interprets the data so that it can display the network topology of that particular network. 

In preparation for the displaying the topology information, a few intermediate files are 

created. The following paragraphs explain the operation.

1. Node/Edge Status text file -  contains the records for node and edge status.

a. Each Node Status record has the following fields: cnetwork ID, node name, 

node type, and node status>.
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b. For each entry of the LSA, using the area ID and the advertising router ID, 

fetch the corresponding record in Node table of network manager database.

c. The node name and the node type are collected from the database and written 

to Node/Edge Status text file along with network (or area) ID.

d. Since the router flooded the network with this LSA, status of the advertising 

router ID is set to active.

e. Each Edge Status record has the following fields: <edge ID, edge type, and 

edge status>.

f. For each entry of the LSA, using the area ID, advertising router ID, and 

neighbor ID, fetch the corresponding record in Edge table of network manager 

database.

g. The edge ID and the edge type are collected from the database and written to 

Node/Edge Status text file.

h. Since the advertising router sent out this LSA, status of the edge ED is set to 

active.

The text file thus contains the latest status information received from LSA for

each node and edge, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Node/Edge Status, and Edge bandwidth computation

2. Edge Bandwidth text file

a. Each Edge Bandwidth record has the following fields: <edge ED, edge 

maximum bandwidth, and edge available bandwidthx

b. For each entry of the LSA, using the area ID, advertising router ID, and 

neighbor ID, fetches the corresponding record in Edge table of network 

manager database.

c. The edge ID is collected from the database and written to Edge Bandwidth 

text file. Edge maximum bandwidth and edge available bandwidth from the 

LSA are also written to the Edge Bandwidth text file.
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d. Similar record with for the reverse edge is computed from another LSA where 

advertising router ID and neighbor router ID are reversed and written to the 

same file.

The text file thus contains the latest bandwidth information as received from 

LSAs for each edge in both directions, as shown in Figure 10.

Using the data collected in intermediate files, the Node and Edge data structures of the 

network manager are updated. If there are any edges or nodes in the network manager 

database but there are no corresponding LSAs, status of such nodes and links are set to 

inactive.

5.2.3 Displaying Network Topology

The information about the nodes and links gathered from the router are compared to the 

nodes and links already in the network manager’s database. The nodes and links that are 

both in router’s update as well as in the network manager’s database are respectively 

updated with status information as well as bandwidth information. The nodes and links 

that are in network manager’s database but not in the router’s update are shown as 

inactive. The nodes and links that are in router’s update but not in network manager’s 

database are considered as new nodes and links that have come into existence after the 

network manager’s last database update. In this work, it is assumed that the network 

manager updates its database with the information on new nodes and edges before they 

can be shown in the network graph. Although it is possible to display new nodes and 

links that are not yet available in the network manager’s database, the display would only
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show that there are new nodes and links without much meaningful information like node 

name and other properties. In the implementation, if such nodes or edges appear in LSAs, 

they are ignored. Table 7 captures the node or link display approach. The maximum and 

the available bandwidth on each link are shown in both directions.

Using Tom Sawyer GLT, the network topology is visually displayed. The network 

manager database is updated with the new network information.

# Router update 
information

Network manager 
database

Network topology 
display approach

1 Node/link does not 
exist in LSA

Node/link exists in 
database

Display the node/link 
as Inactive

2 Node/link exists in 
LSA

Node/link does not 
exist in database

Ignore the node/link as 
there is no information 
to display.

3 Node/link exists in 
LSA

Node/link exists in 
database

Display the node/link 
as Active

Table 7: Node or link display approach

5.3 What-if Scenarios

What-if scenario analysis is very powerful tool for network administrators to understand 

the network behavior that may arise in future. In the following subsections, collecting 

different what-if scenarios from the network administrator, computing the paths based on 

Constraint Based Algorithm, and setting up of the paths are discussed.

5.3.1 User Interface to get What-if Scenarios

There are many possible what-if scenarios that network administrator may like to 

carryout. In this subsection, some of the most useful scenarios are considered.
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1. Zero or more node failures.

2. Zero or more link failures.

3. Minimum bandwidth requirement can be zero or more.

In each of these combinations the following path requests may be made.

1. Edge redundant path

2. Node redundant path

For example, a node may be selected to be down. And, using the user interface, specify a 

source and a destination, the minimum bandwidth on the path, and request a node 

redundant path.

5.3.2 Constraint Shortest Path First Algorithm

In an autonomous system, which is a collection of nodes in a network, the routes are 

determined by intra-domain routing protocols such as OSPF and RIP. In an intra-domain 

routing protocol, the path computation is based on an algorithm that optimizes a 

particular scalar metric. In case of OSPF, this metric is the administrative metric of a 

path. The network administrator assigns an administrative metric to each link in the 

network.

In addition to finding a path that is optimal with reference to some metric, often there is a 

requirement to satisfy some of other constraints. Constraint Shortest Path First (CSPF) 

routing algorithm is used in conjunction with OSPF to find an optimal path that meets a 

given set of constraints along the path [1]. In this thesis, a routing path is computed
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between a given source and a destination with minimum bandwidth requirement on each 

link of the path. When no bandwidth requirement is specified, any optimal path is 

acceptable. When a non-zero minimum bandwidth requirement is mentioned, each link 

along the path should meet this constraint. Other constraints that may be added are failure 

of one or more nodes and/or links, just to try out what-if scenarios and get other possible 

paths if available.

In a network, when there is a choice of multiple paths to a given destination, Dijkstra’s 

algorithm is used. Dijkstra’s algorithm computes a path between a source and a 

destination such that the administrative metric of the path is minimized. Dijkstra’s 

algorithm is described below.

1. Fix the source node

2. Define a set S of nodes, and initialize it to empty set. As the algorithm progresses, the 

set S will store those nodes to which a shortest path has been found.

3. Label the source node with 0, and insert it into S.

4. Consider each node not in S connected by an edge from the newly inserted node. 

Label the node not in S with the label of the newly inserted node + the length of the 

edge. If the node not in S was already labeled, its new label will be minimum (label 

of newly inserted node + length of edge, old label)

5. Pick a node not in S with the smallest label, and add it to S.

6. Repeat from step 4, until the destination node is in S or there are no labeled nodes not 

in S.

In this thesis, Constraint Based Routing uses the following CSPF algorithm.
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1. Initially, a network link weight matrix is created. For a network with N nodes, the 

matrix size is NxN.

2. In this matrix, if there is a link between a pair of nodes, the cost or metric of the 

link is set as the link weight. If there is no link between two nodes, the link weight 

is set to INFINITY (a very high value).

3. A copy of the original link weight matrix is created and rests of the steps are 

carried out.

4. If a constraint is node failure, all the links corresponding to the node are set to 

heavy weight (a high value).

5. If a constraint is link failure, the link weight is set to a corresponding to the node 

are set to heavy weight (a high value).

6. If there is a constraint, such as bandwidth, prune the link weight matrix to 

eliminate the links that do not qualify the constraint.

7. Pass the copy of link weight matrix to Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to find 

primary node- or edge- redundant path.

8. Set the link weight corresponding to the edges involved in the primary node- or 

edge- redundant path to heavy weight (a high value).

9. Pass the copy of link weight matrix to Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to find 

alternate node- or edge- redundant path.

Note that bandwidth constraint is treated as a soft constraint (if not possible to find a 

path, a path without meeting the constraint will be displayed) whereas node or link 

failures are treated as hard constraints (it is not possible to include failed node or link in 

the path).
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5.4 Command Line Interface

Most of the routers usually allow a mechanism to open a port and configure itself. To 

configure the router right from the network manager user interface, a feature is provided 

to open the router CLI.

From the network topology displayed, any router can be chosen and a request can be 

made to invoke the CLI on that router. The IP address and port number of the router CLI 

are used to invoke the CLI command using exec method of Java Runtime library.

In the context of the thesis, setting up of LSP uses the CLI established with the router. 

Executing a sequence of CLI commands result in setting up of a LSP in a MPLS network.

5.5 Web-based Network Management

To give the option of invoking network manager user interface from anywhere in the 

network manager’s network, web-based network management is provided.

As the network manager is running on Windows platform, Microsoft’s Internet 

Information Services (IIS) is used as a web server in this system. The network manager 

software is bundled with IIS to invoke user interface from a designated port on the host 

running the network manager.

The web browser allows authorized personnel to launch network manager after verifying 

their user identification (ID) and password. When a connection is established to the 

designed web port of host the network manager is running, the web server redirects all 

the connections to the network manager.
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5.6 Complexity Analysis

In this section, the complexity of the algorithms used in this work is discussed. The 

algorithms are categorized into communication between router and the network manager, 

front-end, and back-end.

5.6.1 Gathering Network Configuration

When topology information has to be displayed, the network manager sends the network 

identifier on the socket connection to the router. The socket module on the router gathers 

the network topology from router LSDB. The data transferred between the router and the 

network manager is analyzed in this section. In LSDB, the network topology is stored in 

terms of connected edges at each node. For n nodes in the network, there are n entries in 

the LSDB. At each node, there will be information about a set of edges incident to the 

node. The total of all edges in the LSDB reflect 2m bi-directional edges information 

where m is the number of edges in the network.

5.6.2 Displaying Network Topology

To display the network topology, node/edge status text file and edge bandwidth text files 

are constructed. Using the topology gathered from the router, network database is queried 

to collect this information. Node/edge status text file involves querying the node 

information for each of the n nodes and each of m edges in both directions, resulting in a 

total of (n+2m) queries. Edge bandwidth text file involves querying each of m edges in 

both directions, resulting in a total of 2m queries. The information in these temporary
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files is then transformed to the corresponding node and edge data structures involving n 

and 2m updates respectively.

Displaying the network topology using Tom Sawyer GLT software involves painting the 

nodes and then the edges with complexities of n and m respectively.

5.6.3 What-if Scenarios

The other important contribution of this work is what-if scenario analysis. In this, user 

specifies the constraints that need to be satisfied while requesting a node or edge 

redundant path. Constraint Based Routing algorithm in conjunction with Dijkstra’s is 

used. There are several steps involved in pruning the network link weight matrix. The 

cost involved in eliminating the node is at most O(n) and that of a link is 0(1). In this 

work, Dijkstra’s algorithm is used as an API from JNI, pruning is carried out first and 

then Dijkstra’s algorithm is invoked. Pruning the edges that meet the constraint such as 

bandwidth is 0(n ) as it involves going through all the links of the network link weight 

matrix and setting certain links to heavy weight. As it is implemented now, Dijkstra’s 

algorithm has the complexity of 0(n +m) [40]. Thus the overall complexity of the 

constraint based routing algorithm is same as that of Dijkstra’s.

However, as explained in [40], for sparse graph with number of edges much less than n2, 

by implementing minimum priority queue with Fibonacci heap, complexity of Dijkstra’s 

algorithm can be improved to 0(n\ogn+m). In such a case, instead of performing pruning 

the network link weight matrix before passing it to the Dijkstra’s algorithm, the constraint
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can be validated when each edge is added to the path in Dijkstra’s algorithm. This will 

keep the overall algorithm complexity to be same as that of Dijkstra’s.

5.7 Results

In this section, step-by-step results of using the integrated network management system 

developed along with screen shots and an example what-if scenario is presented.

5.7.1 Displaying Network Information

When the network management system is launched, the administrator has an option to 

select the network. The geographical view of a network available in the database is 

displayed as shown in Figure 11.

^ I n t e l l i g e n t  Traffic E ngineering P la tfo rm - DemoNet
File'  Edit View. Mode Layout LSP Help

Jni*i

eoon

V ode S e lec t L egend •  Active C o lo u r#  Inactive Colour C o n g ested  Colour
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________^ . .• ."Lt . i n .  -• ■ 'iv  >■« >

Figure 11: Geographical view of a network
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Topological view of the network can be obtained for the same network as shown in 

Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Network topology of the network 

Adjacency matrix for the same the network is represented as shown in Figure 13.

S i 1}

cf S e te i s ... i S ’" D... D .. l l i s f c l Cd Ed. f.l„. Av... C... D .. Re...
r—  -
I R_ Fe«. R...

Toronto Router Active Wind... Router Active Ether Active 10000 12300 0 0 10000 10000 0 |o j
Halifax Router Active Ottawa Router Active jEther... Active 10000 I12200 0 ,lO 10000 10000 0 io
Toron... Router lActive O ttawa iRouter Active |iEther... [Active 10000 12100 |0 0 . flOOOO 10000 0 SO
Wind Router Active ^Ottawa Router Active [Ether Active 10000 12000 o ;o 10000 10000 o :  I

Figure 13: Adjacency matrix of the network

Total and available bandwidth information on each direction of the edge can be displayed 

as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Bandwidth information of a link in both directions

5.7.2 Refreshing Network Topology Information

When network administrator wants to refresh the network topology, area id of the 

network is sent to the router.

Router gathers network topology information from LSDB, which comprises of LSA’s 

advertised from the routers in the network. A sample LS A entry for a given OSPF area is:
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LS age: 6 
Options: TOS66
LS Type: Opaque Area Local Links 
Link State ID: 1.0.8.6 
Advertising Router: 192.168.21.100 
LS Seq Number: 80000004 
Checksum: 0x8BBA 
Length: 124
Link Type: PointToPoint 
ID: 192.168.8.5 
Local If: 0.0.0.0 
Remote If: 0.0.0.0 
Te Metric: 0 
MaxBw: 10000 
Max Res Bw: 2000 
Class: 0
Unres Bw: 0:0 1:0 2:0 3:0 4:0 5:0 6:0 7:0

The network topology information sent from router to network manager is in the form of 

area id followed by multiple rows of advertised link data:

<area id>
advertising router> <identifier> cmaximum bandwidth> creservable bandwidth>

A part of data transferred from router to network manager is:

2
192.168.31.100 192.168.8.5 10000 2000 
192.168.8.5 192.168.31.100 10000 3000

On receiving the current network topology data from router, the network manager 

analyzes and compares with the existing topology in the database. The refreshed topology 

appears as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Refreshed network topology of the network

5.7.3 What-if Scenarios

In this section, what-if scenarios are described. The network shown in Figure 16 is used.
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Figure 16: Sample network to analyze what-if scenarios 

As shown in Figure 17, at any time, network administrator can select a node or a link and 

set to active or inactive. This allows analyzing the network behavior under different 

circumstances without physically bringing down the network elements.
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Figure 17: What-if scenario -  setting any node/link active/inactive 

In addition, a user interface is used to specify the constraints in generating the primary 

and alternative edge- or node- redundant paths. Two runs are shown -  one with zero and 

another with non-zero bandwidth requirement.

Figure 18 shows the user interface with zero bandwidth constraint.
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Figure 18: What-if scenario -  user interface with zero bandwidth constraint
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Using the Constrained Based Routing algorithm, the primary and alternate edge

redundant paths are shown in Figure 19.

HSH H B ■ H K x f
Primary Route . ■ :
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R o u te  r4 S E A  e ^ s 'R o u t e i S
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Edge Redundant Alternate Route

Figure 19: What-if scenario -  primary and alternative paths with no constraints 

Figure 20 shows the user interface with non-zero bandwidth constraint.
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Figure 20: What-if scenario -  user interface with non-zero bandwidth constraint
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Using the Constrained Based Routing algorithm, the primary and alternate edge

redundant paths are shown in Figure 21.

View Routes
Primary Route
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R oute iQ  R o u te i5

Roufei6Roufer4

Router7 R o u te  r10

RouterS

Edge Redundant Alternate Route

Figure 21: What-if scenario -  primary and alternative paths with bandwidth constraint

5.7.4 Command Line Interface

At anytime, to configure a router, network administrator can right click the router icon on 

the network topology and select “Configure Node” option as shown in Figure 22.
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Intelligent Traffic Engineering P la tfo rm - Sam pleNetwoik
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Figure 22: Router Command Line Interface invocation 

Selecting this option connects to the router CLI.

Figure 23 captures the command line interface used to configure the Router.

c  v Telnet 192.168.1.152 =lQJ *

Ro c ite  x' >

Figure 23: Router Command Line Interface
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On the router CLI, executing the commands in sequence as shown in Figure 24 sets up 

LSP in an MPLS network.

cm tunnel id 1 
cm tunnel lsp 1 
cm tunnel dest 192.168.10.10 
cm tunnel send 12.12.30.30 
cm tunnel traffic-specific 80 100 
cm tunnel priority 4 4 1________

Figure 24: Router CLI commands to set MPLS LSP 

5.7.5 Web-based Interface

From any host in the network, a web-browser can be opened and pointed to the server 

running the integrated network management system. Figure 25 captures the invoked web- 

based user interface.
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Figure 25: Accessing integrated network management system using web interface
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Chapter 6

Performance Analysis

We analyze the performance of network manager, router and the communication between 

them. End-to-end elapsed time is an important metric since it provides the information on 

the time taken to setup a path from the time network manager gives the command. The 

total time taken to refresh a network (end-to-end elapsed time) in the network manager 

with the latest topology information is the sum of the following five components:

• Time from when the request is made in the network manager to the time it sends 

the request to the router.

• Time taken for the request from the network manager to be communicated to the 

router.

• Time taken by the router to gather the latest topology information from the 

protocol database (LSDB) of the routing protocol OSPF-TE.

• Time taken for the communication of the latest topology information between 

router and the network manager.

• Time taken by the network manager to analyze the received data and display the 

refreshed network.

The performance factors of importance here are:

• Amount of time spent by the router in management activity (which should be 

minimum)
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• Management data transferred between router and network manager (which 

should be minimum)

• The refresh rate of network configuration at the network manager (which should 

be minimum)

• Amount of time consumed by CBR algorithm in excess of Dijkstra’s shortest 

path algorithm (which should be minimum).

In Section 6.1, data transfer between router and network manager is analyzed. Section 6.2 

analyzes the end-end performance in refreshing the network topology. Section 6.3 

provides the analysis of the Dijkstra’s algorithm and the CSPF used in the path 

computations between a given source and destination. Section 6.4 describes detailed 

measurement results.

6.1 Data Transfer

In the first scenario, the item chosen for performance analysis is management data 

transferred as a function of number of edges for different values of hello message 

intervals. This scenario is applicable in option when management data is transferred from 

router to the network manager on change in network topology. Note that, the amount of 

topology information depends on the number of edges and not on the number of nodes 

because LSDB stores router interface information.

Total amount of management data sent in bytes/sec = N * f * e * m ,  where

N= number of bytes of management data per field (assumed 4 because IP address 

is 4 bytes),
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f  = number of data fields collected per edge, 

e = number of edges, and 

m = number of hello messages/sec.

0 10 20 30 40 50

Edges

Figure 26: Management data transferred

Figure 26 shows the measured values. We note that significant amount of data is 

transferred between router and network manager when this option is chosen. Though in 

the base case, when there is a single router with no edges in the network, no management 

data need to be transmitted.

While the above graph is representative and used in choosing the design options, the 

following graphs are from the experiments conducted on the work done in this thesis.
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6.2 End-to-End Performance

The experiment in computing the network topology refresh time at network manager is 

the sum of the following five delays.

• Time taken by network manager to create request for latest network topology 

from router.

• Time involved in passing the request from network manager to router.

• Time taken by the router to retrieve data from OSPF-TE database.

• Time involved in passing the response from router to network manager.

• Time taken by network manager to refresh the network topology after receiving 

latest topology from router.

Time involved in network manager creating the request for topology and sending the 

request to router are constant, given that only one network topology is requested at any 

time.

In the Figure 27, we provide the amount of time spent by the router in retrieving the 

network topology information from OSPF-TE database as a function of number of edges.
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Figure 27: Router time spent in collecting topology information

In the base case with a single router with no edges in the network, the router still spends 

time in collecting the information in the empty LSDB. As seen in Figure 27, the router’s 

work time to provide information to network manager is 1.3ms for base conditions and 

15.6ms for 40 edges. However, this work to relay information can be done at the time 

router propagates information to other routers as part of the routing protocol update. Thus 

further minimizing the router’s work time.

Next, communication time involved in sending management data from router to network 

manager as number of edges increase is given in Figure 28. It can be seen that as the 

edges increase, total elapsed time increases. Note that when the topology has no edges, 

still the base connection takes 18 ms and it takes 63.25ms for 40 edges.
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Figure 28: Communication time in sending management data

The measured amount of time taken by the network manager in refreshing the network 

topology after receiving the management data is measured and given in Figure 29. We 

can see that in base case, the network manager takes time to refresh a zero edge topology.

■Sb h Nm IIh I h M

0 10 20 30 40 50

Edges

Figure 29: Network topology refresh time 
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In the Figure 30, the total amount of time taken by the network manager in refreshing 

network topology is given. The total time to refresh network topology is sum of the five 

delays described earlier in this section, namely:

• Time taken by network manager to create request for latest network topology 

from router.

•  Time involved in passing the request from network manager to router.

• Time taken by the router to retrieve data from OSPF-TE database.

• Time involved in passing the response from router to network manager.

• Time taken by network manager to refresh the network topology after receiving 

latest topology from router.
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Figure 30: End-to-end total work time in the network manager
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6.3 SPF/CSPF Real-time Calculations

The amount of time taken by CSPF versus the time taken by Dijkstra’s shortest path first 

algorithm is studied next. This will give a clear idea on the extra time needed to handle 

constraints.

Amount of time required by CSPF = Time required to prune edges based on constraints 4- 

Dijkstra’s SPF time.

6000

5000 - - -

4000 -

SPF
CSPF

3000 -

2000  -  -

1000

20 30 50

Edges

Figure 31: Path computation using SPF and CSPF

If the router provides information to network manager during regular updates to other 

routers then the additional router work time in Figure 27 specific to network manager is 

zero. However if network manager wants to get information for some reason, then 

maximum overhead on the router to provide this information is given in Figure 27 and it 

can be seen to be quite small (16ms for 40 edges).
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If the network manager calculates LSP then Figure 31 shows the work time for CSPF to 

be in the range of 3736ms to 5280ms for 10 to 40 edges. Even if the router uses a 10 

times faster embedded card, the time taken is not trivial. By moving the functionality to 

network manager, the network manager can calculate LSP offline. However, network 

manager needs the latest topology to calculate the LSPs. Figure 30 provides the time 

taken by network manager to get this latest topology from router. If we assume that router 

takes same time as network manager to calculate path, then the overhead of new 

architecture is 5% to 6% to achieve the separation (see Table 8). However the relief to 

router is quite large as seen in Figure 31.

#Edges Extra time spent by 
network manager (ms)

Path calculation 
time (ms)

New architecture 
overhead (%)

10 204.98 3736 5.48

20 235.95 4276 5.51

30 263.25 4810 5.47

40 296.1 5280 5.6

Table 8: Overhead in using the new architecture

Therefore separating the path calculation functionality to a stand-alone system makes 

sense as:

• More intelligence could be added to calculate path

• Emulation could be done

• Overhead of accomplishing the separation is small

• Router work time is minimized
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• Setting up of LSP need not be done in real-time, but does interfere with router 

execution affecting processing of other real-time application data.

6.4 Experimental Measurement Results

The experimental set up is shown in Figure 32. All the experimental values measured in 

milliseconds. We conducted the experiment over a router that has complete forwarding 

and routing components. The routing components consisted of OSPF-TE implementation. 

When the router was functional, we observed the background noise to be on an average 

1.3% of CPU time. The background work items of the CPU are mostly maintenance tasks 

that were being run periodically. The worst-case background noise took 35.5% CPU 

utilization (in a 50 milliseconds time slot) and mostly remained at 0% in remaining time 

slots.

Router

Network
Manager

OSPF-TE
Database
(LSDB)

OSPF-TE

OSPF
Network

(emulated)

LS age: 6 
Options: T0S66
LS Type: Opaque Area Local Links 
Link State ID: 1.0.8.6 
Advertising Router: 192.168.21.100 
LS Seq Number: 80000004 
Checksum: 0x8BBA 
Length: 124
Link Type: PointToPoint 
ID: 192.168.8.5 
Local If: 0.0.0.0 
Remote If: 0.0.0.0 
Te Metric: 0 
Max Bw: 10000 
Max Res Bw: 2000 
Olflss* 0
Unres Bw: 0:0 1:0 2:0 3:0 4:0 5:0 6:0 7:0

Figure 32: Experimental setup

For clarity purposes, we have given a sample LSA entry in Figure 33.
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LSA age: 6 
Options: TOS66
LS Type: Opaque Area Local Links 
Link State ID: 1.0.8.6 
Advertising Router: 192.168.21.100 
LS Seq Number: 80000004 
Checksum: 0x8BBA 
Length: 124
Link Type: PointToPoint 
ID: 192.168.8.5 
Local If: 0.0.0.0 
Remote If: 0.0.0.0 
Te Metric: 0 
MaxBw: 10000 
Max Res Bw: 2000 
Class: 0
Unres Bw: 0:0 1:0 2:0 3:0 4:0 5:0 6:0 7:0

Figure 33: LSA entry in LSDB

The experiments for analyzing end-to-end performance are divided into five parts. In the 

following, a detailed study of the measurement results is presented.

1. Time taken by network manager to create request to get latest network topology from 

router is constant (89.75ms).

2. Communication time involved in passing the request from network manager to router 

is also constant (23.5ms).

3. Time taken by the router to retrieve data from OSPF-TE database. The following 

router measurements are provided.
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#Edges Router time
0 1.3
10 4.48
20 9.2
30 12.8
40 15.6

Table 9: Router time to get network topology

4. Communication time involved in passing the response from router to network 

manager. For each case, five experiments are conducted.
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0 16 18 19 18 19 18 16 19 1.2
10 26 26.25 24.8 26.5 27.7 26.25 24.8 27.7 0.866
20 38 37.5 39 40 38 38.5 37.5 40 0.8
30 47 46.5 49 52 46.5 48.2 46.5 52 4.46
40 65 66 63 61 61.25 63.25 61 66 3.95

Table 10: Communication time between router and network manager

The variance in experimental results is well within the bounds. The difference between 

maximum and minimum values is due to the background noise.

5. Time taken by network manager to refresh the network after receiving latest topology 

from router.
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0 50 48.75 50.25 53 53 51 48.75 53 2.925
10 63 61.25 60 59 61.75 61 59 63 1.925
20 75.3 78.2 76 72 73.5 75 72 78.2 4.516
30 86.4 87.3 92 91.7 87.6 89 86.4 92 5.58
40 101.1 102 104.3 106.2 106.4 104 101.1 106.4 4.62

Table 11: Topology refresh time at network manager

From Table 11, it can be seen that the variance for topology refresh time at network 

manager is very small. The minimum and maximum values are very close.

The experimental measurements for analyzing SPF are shown in Table 12.
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10 2786 2782 2782 2782 2788 2784 2782 2788 6.4
20 3273 3276 3271 3278 3277 3275 3271 3278 6.8
30 3455 3457 3449 3452 3457 3454 3449 3457 9.6
40 3573 3573 3568 3569 3567 3570 3567 3573 6.4

Table 12: SPF measurement results 

CSPF experimental measurements are shown in Table 13.
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10 3732 3737 3733 3740 3738 3736 3732 3740 9.2
20 4274 4278 4280 4273 4275 4276 4273 4280 6.8
30 4807 4816 4811 4807 4809 4810 4807 4816 11.2
40 5282 5284 5279 5278 5277 5280 5277 5284 6.8

Table 13: CSPF measurement results

Table 12 and Table 13 show that the variance in computing the SPF and CSPF is small. 

The minimum and maximum values are tightly bound.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Summary

Network management and traffic engineering are related areas that deal with keeping 

good health of the networks and their efficient usage respectively. There are many 

proprietary solutions, which work closely with the network elements that are being 

managed. There are also a few generic solutions but they need significant amount of 

customization and are expensive for a small customer base with only a few network 

elements.

In this thesis, a viable network management and traffic engineering solution for a small 

network is provided. The major focus of the solution is displaying the current network 

configuration, managing the network elements using command line interface and web- 

based network management interface, and analyze what-if scenarios under different 

circumstances like node or link failure and with constraints like minimum bandwidth 

required along the path. In Chapter 1, routing in IP networks, its disadvantages and the 

importance of migrating to MPLS based networks are discussed. An introduction to 

network management and traffic engineering is also presented. Chapter 2 provided 

literature survey of network management and traffic engineering, different types of 

products available and their comparison. Chapter 3 laid the foundation for the problem 

addressed and why it is important to solve. Chapter 4 described the architectural options
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explored and the preferred option for the problem. Chapter 5 explained the design and 

implementation of the solution. Chapter 6 provides performance analysis of the work.

7.2 Contributions of the Thesis

Traditional network management products offer some of the functionalities of FCAPS 

(fault, configuration, accounting, performance and security management). As the use of 

real-time applications is increasing, stringent QoS guarantees are required and mere 

FCAPS based management is insufficient. Network administrators have to be proactive in 

analyzing the available paths and suitably establish them. To address these concerns, in 

this thesis, an integrated network management system is designed and developed.

Network topology changes dynamically in terms of node or link availability and the level 

of congestion, and having the latest network topology is a constant concern for network 

administrators. It is essential to have a user interface, which displays the network 

topology with all relevant information about nodes and links. In this work, the network 

topology information is gathered in real-time from router and displayed at the network 

manager.

Another major thrust of this work is finding a suitable approach to analyze what-if 

scenarios for a network administrator. What-if scenarios are useful when a network 

manager wants to understand the network behavior even before some of the links get 

congested so that the traffic can be normalized to efficiently utilize the network. Also, 

this is a handy tool as it provides a way to establish optimal paths without violating a set 

of constraints like bandwidth. In this work, network administrator is provided with an
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option to fetch the current topology and conduct what-if scenario analysis without 

utilizing network resources. Even some of the nodes and links can be taken down to 

emulate outage while analyzing the what-if scenarios.

To offer maximum flexibility in performing element management, an option is provided 

to invoke router CLI from router entity of the network topology. Web-based interface is 

built into the system to be able to access the network manager from any host in the 

network by using a web browser.

Third party routers running MPLS and OSPF-TE also can easily be managed by the 

integrated network management system with minimal interface on the router side.

The integrated network management system for MPLS networks is designed, developed 

and tested with real network devices.

7.3 Future Work

Although the solution architecture has sophisticated features, the options chosen are to 

make it inexpensive and efficient for a small customer network. As the situation 

demands, the other options can be explored to suit the needs. In the following, a few 

customization choices and good-to-add features are presented.

Customization choices to the solution presented in this thesis are:

1. In this thesis, network topology data is collected only from OSPF-TE database. 

However, when the network does not implement OSPF-TE or does not have access to
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OSPF-TE database, network topology may be collected from other routing protocols 

like RIP, IS-IS or BGP as the network demands.

2. To offer a standards-savvy solution, standard network management protocols like 

SNMP may be used in place of the proprietary sockets approach used in this thesis.

Good-to-add feature additions to this solution are:

1. The solution uses what-if scenario analysis without reserving the path with Resource 

Manager. However, other options may be provided to reserve the paths with 

Connection Management so that there will not be any surprises when the path is set.

2. Currently, it is assumed that the network administrator provides the information of 

the nodes and links in the network manager database even before they were added to 

the network. This restriction may be removed and the node or link may be displayed 

with the available information.

3. On the network element side, as presented in Chapter 4, section titled Source of 

Network Topology Information, it is possible to allow the network administrator to 

reserve or take down some of the nodes or links so that they do not even appear in the 

network topology. Such a user interface component is very useful in a real network.

4. Additional traffic engineering constraints like delay and jitter can also be 

incorporated to get more appropriate LSPs.
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